NEW AIRCRAFT PARKING WEST OF APRON VI AT VANCOUVER INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, BRITISH COLUMBIA (CYVR)

Summary

Four new remote parking positions have been added to the West Pad at the Vancouver International Airport (CYVR). These positions have been numbered Parking Pad W11 through Parking Pad W15. See image below.

Due to jet blast concerns, engine run-ups are not permitted at any of the West Pad parking positions.

West Pad Parking Positions

NOT FOR NAVIGATION
Parking Pad W11 through Parking Pad W13

- The widest or longest aircraft that can be parked side by side on Parking Pad W11 and Parking Pad W13 is the Airbus A321neo aircraft.
- The widest or longest aircraft that can be parked on Parking Pad W12 is the Boeing B777-9x aircraft, but both Parking Pad W11 and Parking Pad W13 must be vacant to do so.
- The Airbus A380-900 stretch aircraft and the Antonov AN-124 Russian aircraft could fit on Parking Pad W12, however, there is no stop bar currently located there for those aircraft. Prior coordination with Airport Operations required.

Parking Pad W15

- The widest or longest aircraft that can be parked on Parking Pad W15 are the Boeing B747-400, and Airbus A340-600 aircraft.

Further Information

For further information, contact:

Vancouver Airport Operations
PO Box 44638
YVR Domestic Terminal RPO
Richmond, BC V7B 1W2

Tel.: 604-207-7022
E-mail: Airport_Operations@yvr.ca

James Ferrier
Director, Aeronautical Information Management